Baltimore Based Dependable Homebuyers
Invited to Appear on Property Focused Podcast
January 03, 2019
Baltimore, MD - Dependable Homebuyers one of the fastest growing, and most forward-thinking
home buying companies in Baltimore is excited to announce that they were recently interviewed on
the epodcast network. The company has been building a positive reputation within the home buying
industry, and this podcast interview has helped to educated potential homeowner of their options
when it comes time to sell.
The podcast which can be found at https://epodcastnetwork.com/how-to-sell-an-ugly-house-inmaryland/ was entitled “How To Sell An Ugly House In Maryland.” Evan Roberts, the owner of
Dependable Homebuyers, detailed at length the many tips and pieces of advice that in his opinion
would help people to quickly sell a property. This included certain situations such as selling a hoarder
house, being behind on payments, or just needing more repairs than the homeowner has the budget
to complete.
One of those solutions of course could be to contact Dependable Homebuyers themselves as they
buy many properties every month, often making an offer on the first viewing. If anyone is in need of
selling their property quickly and without the hassle and stress of becoming trapped in a chain, then
click here for a cash offer.
“When my partners and I launched Dependable Homebuyers, I never expected to be featured on a
podcast,” said Evan Roberts of Dependable Homebuyers. “I had a brilliant time recording the episode,
although before we recorded it, I will admit to being a little bit nervous, as public speaking is not
something I am particularly confident in. However, once the show got going, I really started to enjoy
myself, and I am a little surprised to admit that I am already looking forward to my next appearance.
Perhaps more importantly though I genuinely hope that the information and advice I provided during
the podcast will help any listeners to quickly and easily sell their property. We speak to many people
every month about the stress and hassle that is involved when trying to sell a property, which is
something my company tries to remove from the situation. Although I enjoyed my time behind the
mic, my true passion remains inside the real estate industry, simply due to the pleasure, delight and in
some cases relief, that my company can bring to our clients. In my opinion, I have the best job in the
world, and I wouldn’t change it for anything.”
Dependable Homebuyers is a local home buying company based in Baltimore, MD. They buy houses
in any condition and any situation. In most cases, they are in a position to make a cash offer at the
first viewing, with completion possible inside a week. For more information about the company and
the services they provide visit their website at https://baltimore.dependablehomebuyers.com
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